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people are bright, sociable and ambitious, generally making them rich andHowever, they are also shy, lack concentration and stability and do not fit most leadership positions. Ox: this sign is intelligent, confident and a naturally born leader. They are honest, industrious, patient and above all, they do things constantly. No matter what, they always
hold a strong devotion to their work. However, they are also prudent, stubborn and poor in communication. Tiger: These individuals are tolerant, valiant, caring, intelligent and respected. They like challenges and are good enough to express themselves. They are also irreversible and not easily interested in much. Rabbit: this sign is delicate, sensitive,
compassionate, loving, modest. They are humorous and add spices to life, mainly because they do not bear boring things. However, they tend to throw away money and are stubborn but undetermined. Dragon: this sign is bright, confident and romantic. They are also lively, intellectual, energetic and excitable. They make good leaders, always aiming
to perfection. However, they can be arrogant and impatient and sometimes too safe. Snake: this sign is fascinating and is able to communicate effectively by saying little. They are very moral and full of wisdom. Mostly, money is not a problem. However, they can be jealous and suspicious and often tend to exaggerate. Horse: this sign is cheerful, witty,
kind with others and likes to have adventures. They are also perceptive and talented, they make good entertainers. However, they can be impatient, lack of substance and turn out superficial. Goat: These people are tender, educated, intelligent, kind and of good heart. They appreciate art and beauty and have a weak point for a quiet life. However,
they can be shy, pessimistic, lunatic and worry too much. Monkey: this sign is incredibly smart. They're lively.Arguti and are resolved of great talented problems. And they are giving a lot to the start! The start! They can be rather jealous, connivious and selfish. Rooster: these people are deep thinkers, often designed as honest, bright, communicative
and warm heart. They have high self -esteem and tend to be independent. However, they also have difficulty relating to others and tend to take on that they are always right. Dog: These people are loyal, courageous, warm, responsible, intelligent and realistic. They can easily inspire trust in others. However, they did not establish, it can have a bite
language, and easily find the fault. Pig: This sign is diligent, courageous, honest, chivalric and gallant. They are tolerant, calm and optimistic. Hate conflicts and do not mention easily. However, they can be naive, impulsive, and do not know when to draw the line. Advertising 3 Know the details of your sign. We will cover three topics: your lucky
numbers, the lucky colors, and if you are a "si" or "yang" sign. We will describe Yin and Yang in a detailed way in the next section; For now, we know that each person has both sides in them, but one side is typically more evident (depending on the sign). [1] Rat: Sign Yang Lucky Numbers: 2, 3 lucky colors: blue, golden, green ox: yang signs lucky
numbers: 9, 1 lucky colors: blue, red, purple tiger: yang sign lucky numbers: 1, 3, 4 lucky colors: blue, gray, white, orange yin sign lucky numbers: 1, 4, 9 lucky colors: red, pink, purple, blue dragon: yang sign lucky numbers: 1, 7, 6 lucky colors: gold, silver, Hoary Snake: Yin sign lucky numbers: 2, 8, 9 lucky colors: red, light yellow, black horse: yang
sign lucky numbers: 2, 3, 7 lucky colors: brown, yellow, purple goat: yin sign lucky numbers: 3 , 9, 4 lucky colors: green, red, purple monkey: yang sign lucky numbers: 1, 8, 7 lucky colors: white, golden, blue rooster yin sign lucky numbers: 5, 8 lucky colors: golden, brown, brown yellow, yellow Dog: Yang sign lucky numbers: 3, 4, 9 lucky colors:
green, red, purple Yin sign lucky numbers: 2, 2,8 Lucky Colors: Yellow, Grey, Brown, Golden 4 know your most compatible matches. It is believed that each sign is romantically aligned (or really, you don't actually align) with other signs. This is what is believed to make relationships easier (and difficult): rat: more compatible with dragon, monkey and
ox; less with sheep, horse and rabbit ox: more compatible with rat, snake, gall; less with horse, dog, sheep tiger: more compatible with horse, dog; less compatible with snake, rabbit monkey: more compatible with sheep, pig, dog; less with rat, dragon: more compatible with rat, monkey, gall; less with ox, rabbit, snake for dogs: more compatible with
ox, gall; less with tiger, pig horse: more compatible with tiger, sheep, dog; less with rat, ox, rabbit goat: more compatible with rabbit, horse, pig; less with ox, monkey for dogs: more compatible with rat, dragon, snake; less with tiger, pork gall: more compatible with ox, dragon, snake; less with rat, rabbit, dog for dogs: more compatible with tiger,
rabbit, horse; less compatible with ox, dragon, sheep, chicken pig: more compatible with sheep, rabbit; At least with snake, monkey, pig to help children learn about the 12 zodiac animals and the Chinese calendar system, I created an interactive Chinese zodiac wheel. This fun printable zodiac wheel is available in English, Simplified Chinese and
Traditional Chinese. I hope your family or school can use it to get to know Chinese culture! I also compiled a list of Chinese Lunar New Year crafts and activities that you can use to celebrate your holidays. From the preparation of paper lantern decorations to the practice of Chinese calligraphy, your children will remain occupied and learn a lot about
Chinese heritage. This post may have some affiliate links. ♪Click on an affiliation link and make a purchase, I earn a small commission that supports our educational advice without additional costs for you. Please consult the dissemination dissemination details. What is the Chinese zodiac… Oã 50 "â € â € â € Â € Š? Chinese zodiac is an important part
of Chinese culture and its calendar system. Based on a 12 -year -old cycle (not in the month), every year corresponds to an animal, based on the traditional folklore of the Chinese zodiac race. The story of the great zodiac race as the legend says, Jade's emperor was planning to appoint the years of the calendar on the basis of which the animals
reached him first in a great race. During the race, all types of animals will compete and should have crossed a river. Based on the traditional Chinese folk, the cat and the mouse were initially friends who were planning to run together. But on the day of the race, the cat slept! When the mouse woke up and realized that the cat was still asleep, he
decided to be unwary alone. And so the zodiac race began! The order of the animals that has arrived are rats, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig. The cat didn't make it! Find out more about the race and the meaning of the holiday with your family by reading these Chinese Lunar New Year Books. What is your
sign of Chinese zodiacal animal? Depending on the year you were born, you have different attributes associated with your zodiacal animal. Your children can learn which are using this calendar of Chinese animals! Tuesday 1 February 2022 The beginning of next Chinese year, the year of the tiger. 2023 will be the year of the rabbit, followed by the
dragon in 2024. Important Chinese zodiac vocabulary in Chinese, Pinyin and English I made a variation of the calendar of Chinese animals in English, a simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese. While children work on their calendar skills, they can also practice their linguistic qualities, depending on which they must work on Here is a bit of the
vocabulary that you can see in the calendar: '...''Hºå “ã§ â € it is badly bad As follows: ° £ (shå / rat) ç ‰ ›(niãire / ox) (hçž / tiger) å ..." (tu / rabbit) (yãč / goat, sheep, ram) çœ´ (hã³u / monkey) é¸č É ›Ž (Jä« / Rooster) ç ‹ - (Gç'u / Dog) çâ çœ è ± ¬ (Zhå« / Pig, wild boar) Download the model of the Chinese zodiac wheel please review the Terms and
conditions before downloading any material. Â Â © 2022 Chalk Academy. Do not share any files without permission from chalkacademy.com. Only this link can be shared. English Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese other materials for the activity of the Chinese zodiac wheel * In the images in this post, you will see that we used red and yellow postcard
as well as normal white paper for coloring. Choose which one works best for you! My daughter appreciated the coloring of the zodiac wheel. How to set up the activity of the Chinese zodiac wheel Prints the models of the Chinese zodiac wheel in your language of choice of the choice: color the different triangles. This is a fun way to involve children in
making the wheel, even if you want to make sure you use only pencils or pastels so that you can still read the years. Optional: laminate the paper cut along the edge of the internal circle on the front page optional: cut along the edge of the external circle on the second page, place the small circle on the top of the larger circle insert the fixing of paper
at the center of both circles start Turn and combine the years for durability, consider lamination or using dense cardboard card! Then the child can turn frequently without worrying about tearing the Chinese zodiac wheel. We want to save ours to use next year, so we decided to laminate. Chinese zodiac wheel video tutorials often, it is easier to learn
through vision. See how we do my zodiac sign wheel and we turn it to combine the years. Ways to learn with the wheel of cinese zodiac Display it on the Here is an example of how we put up two language version of the zodiac signwheels with pittoreâs tape on the wall. wall. Iâ€TMm not sure what to do with my life, but Iâ€TMm not sure what to do
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